MEDIA
DELIVERY
OTT over Satellite
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The trend

of moving away from
Linear and towards On Demand media
consumption creates enormous pressure on
existing Linear TV
infrastructure providers.
However, this also
presents an opportunity for
service providers to reposition existing
infrastructures to tap this demand.

The large number of
deployed infrastructure
and customer base
presents ideal platform to
launch new services.

PRESENT
DTH SERVICES

NEW
OTT SERVICES

Leverage

on already installed DTH dishes and
upsell new on-demand services to existing subscribers.
Increase ARPU instantly by offering a new service.
Gain advantage over competition by offering services they
cannot match.
This new service is easily activated by simply installing an
RF splitter, connecting the RF cables to a media pop
device and plugging that device to the home router.

OTT Over Satellite

deployments can be
made anywhere within the satellite coverage footprint.
Gain competitive advantage over other OTT operators
by deploying self owned last mile infrastructure to
subscribers.
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Satellite remains the most cost
e

Most media consumption
today happens on TV, PC/
laptop, tablet and smartphone.
Source:

Google/Ipsos/Sterling

MEDIA
OTT over Satellite (DTH) solution establishes
a media point of presence (POP) within the
internal LAN environment.
MEDIA POP performs
the function of a media
streaming server within
the LAN network. Due
to the high bandwidth
environment of the LAN
network, MEDIA POP can
maintain high Quality Of Service (QOS) for its
media streams.
As media consumption bandwidth are all
internal LAN traf c, the external internet
bandwidth is conserved. They can be used
for other purposes.
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For Broadcasters
As the media service industry shifts from Linear towards OnDemand, DTH satellite service providers are presented with a
unique opportunity to leverage on existing installed base to
upsell or to move its linear based services to on-demand.

For Service Providers
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On-demand media consumption utilises a lot of data
traf c and puts enormous pressure on service
providers to provide the adequate bandwidth for
subscribers.
By deploying Media POP within its own network, service providers can not
only shift these traf c into internal bandwidth, but also offer this as valueadded service - increasing ARPU.

Increase ARPU
by
introducing

new
innovative services
to

complement
existing ones.

In general, using a CDN (Content Distribution
Network) does not necessarily mean a good
video streaming experience. It is largely
dependent on the ISP (Internet Service Provider)
network the subscriber uses to access the
media content.
An over-subscribed ISP network will see its
network overloaded, resulting in service
encountering bottle-necks, and consequently, a
bad video streaming experience. The subscriber
will constantly see a bu ering message as a
result.
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Is the bandwidth for consuming
media services available to
subscribers ?

Better media service quality can
be rendered if the media
content source is moved closer
to the requesting clients.

Media POP presents an opportunity for
Service Providers to upsell a
complementary media services on top
of ISP subscriptions.
Deploying Media POP within the ISP
network moves external bound
bandwidth internal. This frees up
external bound network for other
requests.
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OTT over Satellite
presents an
opportunity for
Broadcasters and
Service Providers
to expand their
markets beyond
their existing
customer base

Minimize

work ow disruptions by utilising existing linear content
stream. The entire new service work ow can be accomplished just by
splitting the MPTS transmission -- one to the satellite uplink and one to
the new OTT facility.

Reduce bandwidth

cost by
deploying On Premise Transcoding.
Bandwidth saving by switching
from MPEG2 to H.264 can be as
much as 50%. When switching
from MPEG2 to HEVC, savings
can be as much as 75%.
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This translates to doubling the
capacity for existing infrastructure
when switching from MPEG2 to
H.264 and
quadrupling when
switching from MPEG2 to
HEVC.
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OTT over Satellite is
a solution that is
easy to deploy,
easy to use,
easy to maintain, and
easy to access.

Ease of Use

Scheduled Availability

The OTT over Satellite system is easy to use
and maintain. In its simplest form, the
operator uploads relevant media les to a
central server. In a short time, depending on
the bandwidth allocated, these media
content will be available to the subscribers.

Media and metadata les are uploaded to
the system in advance, along with the
schedule for those les’ availability for the
subscribers.
Linear TV programs like News segments
can be refreshed accordingly with the most
relevant content.
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Securing

Linear
Channels on OTT platform is
accomplished by converting
from CAS to DRM based
content protection.
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Protected Media
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served by Media POP are
inherently bandwidth ef cient. The only signi cant
external requests made to internet will be for the
decrypting keys - which are extremely small in le
size. (128 bits to 2048 bits)
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